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. "Live so that even the undertaker
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LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1935

Debaters Meet Bowdoin Team Frosh Meet
At Brunswick Monday Evening With Cony In
K. Gordon Jones And Bond Perry Represent Bates
Cage Today
In Eastern Intercollegiate League Discussion—Lead At Stake

Speaks Tonight

Cook, Catlin, Howard,
Should Get Points
To Help Bates

K. Gordon Jones '35 and-Bond Perry '35 will be the Bates debaters
who will meet a Bowdoin team at Brunswick next Monday night in the
first debate of the final round in the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
The Bates Freshmen Track Team
League for this year. This debate promises to be the most crucial of the nave their second dual meet this
year. At present Bates and Bowdoin are tied at the top of the league, afternoon, when they face Cony High
School forces in the cage at 3.30. Not
each team having won three debates and nine judges' votes.
much is known of the up-staters who
BATES HAS NEGATIVE
have already met the Colby FreshThe question to be discussed is: Remen, and lost by a narrow margin.
solved. That all collective bargaining
In the sprints the Freshmen enshall be negotiated through non-comtrants will be Winston Keck, George
pany unions. Bates will defend the
Giovannazzi, Eddie Howard, Frank
negative of this proposition. In the
Cooper, and Bud Catlin. In the hurdles
The State Oratorical Contest on
other debate of this final round Bates
the Catlin-Luukko combination should
the subject of peace will be held
will meet Lafayette here on campus
garner sixteen points and should add
this year at Colby. Here representalater in the month. Lafayette is secto their total in the running broad
tives from Maine, Bates and Colby
ond only to Bates and Bowdoin in the
jump and high jump.
will compete for $100 in prizes.
league
standing,
having one
less
Charlie Cooke, the high scoring
Bates men have won this contest in
judges' vote as does Wesleyan. Confreshman in the Bridgton meet, will be
two of the last three years.
sequently it seems that this final round
after the , college pole-vault record
A tentative date for selecting the
of 11 feet 8% inches. Last week when
local contestants has been set for
the bar was put up to 11 feet 11 inches
March 22. At this time each conhe failed in three attempts but with
testant will be expected to deliver a
an extra week's practice the 204 pound
ten or fifteen minute memorized
freshman may attain the goal. He
mously, it will win the league chamspeech on some phase of the probwill also throw the discus and compionship. However, in the case of
lem
of
promoting
international
either team winning both- debates but
pete in the shot put.
peace. These orations must be
In the middle distances the points
losing one or two judges' votes, there
written.
Both
men
and
women
are
should be an almost all-Bates affair.
is the probability of a tie with Weseligible.
For
details
see
Prof.
In the last meet the 1,000 was a sweep
le> an which will be up against some
Brooks Quimby.
with Burnap, Fisher, and Blanchard
of the inferior teams in the league.
finishing in that order with S. Leard
Then, of course, there is the possiat their heels. In the 600 Howard
bility of a double win by Lafayette.
Bates may be sure of first place if both the Lafayette debate, coming in about should romp to an easy win with Molteams win unanimously; consequently two weeks, will be the critical and de- loy and J. Leard following.
LaMontagne should lead the pack
every effort will be made to bring this
..,
__.
, .
, „,_,.„,,. ,„
...
. . .
., a . ... s_ .u_ eiding one of tthe year. Lafayette
is in the longer race, the mile, with
about by taking the first step in the
"
*
_ J
Bowdoin debate next Monday night.
the only team which has defeated Bow- Louis Hogosa and Burt Curtis also in
the race around the 10 laps.
If Bates should win Monday night, I doin this year.
o

Gladys Hasty Carroll,
Outstanding Novelist,
Will Lecture Tonight
Prominent Alumna Returns To Bates For First
* Time—Was Married In College
Chapel In 1925
"A FEW FOOLISH ONES" TO BE SUBJECT OF
TALK IN LITTLE THEATER THIS EVENING
While In College An English Major—Prominent In Extra-

Peace Oration Contest
Will Be Held At Colby

Curricula Activities—Excellent Public Speaker—
Garnet Editor

(■lady** Hasty Carroll *2S. who will *i»eiik
Jn the Little Theatre thin evenlns. >- the
.i in ln.r of "A* the Kurth Turn*."

Barbary Coast
Band To Be At
Sophomore Hop

1925

Bates is glad to welcome back one of its most prominent alumna
—Gladys Hasty Carroll '25, who will appear on campus. Wednesdaynight, March 6th, under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A. and the
Y. W. C. A. At 7 P. M. alter a banquet at Fiske Dining Hall, Mrs.
Carroll will speak informally to students and faculty in the Little
Theater, reading from her latest book "A Few Foolish Ones!"

STUDENT WRITER
Born June 26, 1904, in Rochester.
Reach
New Hampshire. Gladys Hasty soon
his ma: : "S editor, Paul Jeans, for
moved to South Berwick. Maine, where
contentw of court. The paper had sugshe attended Berwick Academy "graduMted liat Circuit Judge Jefferson
For the third time in two years,
ating in 1921. The next fall found her
Brown. *as not a proper judge to sit
the necessary amendments to the
a freshman on the Kates campus.
',.,
i trial of a State Senator beMen's Student Government AssoWith a genuine zest for the out-ofuambling charge which he
doors, born of life on a farm, "Sonny"
ciation were defeated in Assembly
ind served two years before. It was
(as she was nicknamed by her friends)
last Friday morning. At the begininotbei Judge and the Tribune apoloearly evidenced considerable prowess
ning of the meeting there were six
gized.
in the field of athletics. But her inless members present than would
v :. spaper has a right to express
terests
were
from
the
first
literary.
be needed to make the necessary
in regard to the action of
All a-b-o-a-rd! All a-b-n-a-r-d for SOPH For two years, Miss Hasty was on the
two-thirds vote. Under these condiJudge Browne held, " but it
a court
HOI'!! Train leaving at 7:45! Crowd Stall of the Student. In her junior year,
tions, the negative votes of only a
has no 11211 to question the motives of
please move back, all tickets are sold she was both woman's editor of the
slight minority were sufficient to
a Judge before or after his action,"
college
paper
and
literary
editor
of
out!
obstruct the majority-favored
(Tune—Humoresque)
the college magazine—The Garnet.
amendments.
A member of the Mirror Board in 1925,
Passengers will please refrain
Miss
Hasty
helped
to
put
out
the
awalter Jessup of the Carnegie FounFrom doing rumbas on the train
senior year book.
dation makes these observations on
And keep the fancy steps until we land.
An English Major
the modern college:
•The student on the campus is no
Everyone must at Chase alight
Elected to Spofford Club, her sophote blase, sophisticated, student
And step into the soft dimmed light
more year, Mrs. Carroll began to disof the twenties; he is a hard working,
To while the time with jnnsie and with play evidence of her ability to write
serious-minded person who demands
song.
with the charm and simplicity which
Anthony
Herbst
Discusses
more ol the college library, the labois the dominant note in "As the Earth Defeats Deering In Thrilling
The
Dartmouth
men
at
last
consented
ratory and the instructor than did his
Turns."
An English major of outWork With Group In
Final—Both
Teams Of
To give us their highly-rented
standing talent. Miss Hasty was made
brother of a decade ago . . . This stuLewiston
Sweetly playing, peppy-rhythmed band. assistant in English her second, third,
dent is deflating the rah-rah student
Championship Calibre
and fourth years at college.
ol vis'erday.
According to Anthony Herbst, one- Just to show it's not a boast.
In :ue acute struggle for academic
In addition to her enthusiasm for
"We must have less of Social Func- Miss Winifred Wygal Will
The annual Bates Western InterThese
minstrels
from
the
Barbary
time Bates student, and now Regional
writing. Miss Hasty became a seasoned scholastic
exist.-! re many colleges will no doubt tions Committees, less of house mothSpeak—Flora McLean
basket-ball
tournament
Coast.
Supervisor of the Maine CCC. Eduspeaker, entering the prize speaking opened with the outstanding favorite,
lo.-e ^lound and some of them will ers, less of faculty treasurers if we're
Acts As Chairman
cational Programs, the enrollee of the A little about them to you we must tell. contests for three years and assisting
disappear . . . Some institutions bear- going to be educated in the liberal art
Lewiston. being eliminated by RumCCC who is not getting as much They have played at Wheaton, Colgate. in public speaking Che fourth year.
ing tin' name of college have so little of getting along on our own two feet,"
ford to the tune of 34-18. Both teams
A week from to-night Y. W. C. A. education as he would like, can blame Williams. Skidmore. and Penn. State Her two years as a member of the 4-A were evenly matched until the last
to offer that they should disband."
said Carl Milliken '35, at the climax of
his Chapel speech last Thursday morn- will hold its annual formal banquet in no one but himself. An important part Which goes to prove that they are of Players, and as a director in the club quarter when Rumford started clickFlske Dining Room, Rand Hall. Flora of this educational program Is being
her senior year would indicate that ing to win going awav.
ing.
the best.
Mrs. Carroll had her share ot draEarlier he drew a parallel between McLean, '36 is chairman of the com- furnished by three Bates undergraduIn the second game, South Portland
(ttftei the Stud'.nt reace Poll of tho the paternalism of governments and mittee in charge, and she is assisted ates: John Gross '35, George Mendall You will note with great delight
matic experience while at Bates.
lead all the way to defeat little Farm\i\mry Digest was done, separate bal- that of college administrations. "We by Alice Miller, Dorothy Wheeler and '35, and Russell Fifleld '35, who hold The snappy tickets in black and white
Married in Chapel
ington with a score of 35 to 28. The
lots irt re sent to the editors of 644 col- now have a managed currency, manregular discussions in the fields of For you to keep as favor of this night.
A true collegian, Miss Hasty did not best part of this game was a Farmingige n- wspapers. The vote of the edi- aged wages, managed hours, and a Harriet Durkee. The motif will be economics, history, government and
confine her activities to the fine arts ton rally in the last period which had
tors indicated that the college press managed press. We allow the govern- spring colors.
social problems at the Lewiston CCC Having danced 'til intermission
alone. She was one of the House the Capers worried for a time.
Then we'd like to beg permission
■pinion is not greatly different from ment to dictate the price of meat and
Miss Winifred Wygal of New York camp.
Seniors, and a member of the Student
The Deering-Cheverus game proved
To
introduce
a
little
surprise
quite
new.
that of their readers.
Prom
Mr.
Herbst's
latest
report
City,
the
national
student
secretary
of
the number of potatoes to be shipped
Government Board; she was vice-pres- to be the most thrilling of the first
Surprising it was, however, that from Aroostook a week . . . Hitler, Muscomes the announcement that approxiident of Seniority; and she found time round. It was a ding-dong battle all
the Y. W. C. A. will be the principal
mately 290,000 men between 18 and 25 On and on we'll dance away
whereas one out of every three stu- solini. Stalin, and Roosevelt are privispeaker of the evening. Miss Wygal, are enrolled in these camps through- While drums and sax and piano play for an extra-curricula course in co- the way with Deering finally emerging
d-in- returned their ballots the editor leged to order our lives for us.
Til it is time to come back home once education. After receiving an A.B. de- with a 27-26 victory.
return was one out of every eight.
"It is a dangerous habit to have or "Windy" as she is called informally, out the country and a large majority
gree at Commencement, she gave her
Portland, playing great basket-ball,
more.
The Lynchburg News commented someone else planting our corn, buying was one of the leaders at Maqua last of them are equipped with educational
undivided attention to Herbert Carroll, trounced the Edward Little hoopsters
rather wisely on the whole affair:
our meat, mending our clothes . . . summer where a few of the Bates girls facilities. The present system calls for Then all aboard we'll pile again
of Greenfield, Massachusetts, Bates with a 47-30 count. Portland, in this
an educational adviser ln each camp
1923. They were married in the Chapel, game, flashed the best brand of bas"About all that can be deducted from Paternalism in American government enjoyed her personality. She conducted who develops an educational program An hour and quarter after ten
may
soon
make
docile
children
of
a
With
chaperones
and
Beveridge
as
conJune 23, 1925, and so ended her under- ket-ball shown in any preliminary
the Literary Digest Association of Colgroups of Y. W. C. A. presidents and which is flexible to the particular conpeople
noted
for
individual
initiative.
ductors true.
graduate days.
lege Editors poll is that thirty thousgame.
ditions of each camp.
The Carrolls first made their home
The pairings for the semi-finals put
and students are sentimentally op- In the same way paternalism in Amer- also program committee chairmen in
All A-B-O-A-R-D!!
In
addition
to
the
camp
adviser,
who
ican
colleges
will
prolong
our
state
of
in
Fall
River,
Massachusetts.
After
order to increase their stock of ideas.
South Portland against Rumford and
p -• i to war and are emphatic in stato
Is in most instances a trained teacher,
childhood
and
deliver
us
grossly
imthree years, they moved to New York Deering against its old rival, Portland.
iagthat opposition. That is scarcely in
Miss Wygal is sure to be enjoyed by there are many part-time instructors;
mature into a world which demands
City, and thence to the middle west,
The preliminary games set a new
the mature of news."
the students. She is very quick wltted the company physician, the foresters,
the
power
of
judgment
.
.
.
settling for a time in Minneapolis, record for sustained high scoring.
Said T. W. A. in the Buffalo Bulletin
"We too are managed. The colleges and has a poetic way of speaking the technically-trained foremen, and in
Minnesota. During these years, Mrs.
In the-first game of the second round.
ot Wyoming:
make too many decisions for us. We're which enables her listeners to visual- the abstracter fields men on F.E.R.A.
Carroll took graduate work ln Fine Deering put on the most thrilling rally
"I. w proud the mothers of these spoon-fed and mollycodeled. We're
time like the three student instructors
Arts
at
Harvard,
Columbia,
and
the
ever
seen at a tournament game to deize clearly what she is depicting. Her from Bates. In all, some 7,580 persons
lovers must be to know that shielded too carefully from evils . . .
University of Chicago. She joined the feat Portland 38-37. With but 4 minexperiences
have
been
enriched
recentare
giving
fullor
part-time
in
these
•fcei danger comes they will have to we've got to have more practise in the
National Association of American Pen- utes left to play, Portland had a six
be ,,-otected by the sons of other art of judgment while on the training ly by a tour around the world, and so educational activities.
women, and was for a time head of a point lead. Deering, with Pullen and
The
objectives
of
the
plan
are
as
fields—while in college."
department of "The Youths Com- Sawyer playing beautiful basket-ball,
the evening of March 13th promises
listed
by
Mr.
Herbst,
six:
In closing he quoted the lines from to be a very interesting one to Bates
panion." Her first books "Cockatoo" sank the necessary points to cop. The
(1)
To
develop
in
each
man
powers
Emerson's "Self-Reliance": "It is only
(1929), and "Land Spell" (1930) were loss of Dunn and Brogan through the
women.
of
self-expression
and
self-entertainas a man puts off all foreign restraint
written for children, the latter being foul route completely demoralized PortQl. ry fourth newspaper man one
Frances
Hayden,
president
of
Y.
W.
ment.
and stands alone that I see him to be
the seed from which was to come a land. Taking advantage of this, the
mei is" nowadays in Washington is
(2) To establish pride in co-operative
C. A. will introduce Miss Wygal.
best-seller in modern Action.
Purple salted the game away. This is
1
ng for Uncle Sam. Most of them strong and to prevail."
endeavor.
the first year that Deering has ever
Novel Praised
are d .ing a high-grade job explaining
(3) To further an understanding of
Then in 1933, came that novel which made the tournament finals. The senttricactea of the New Deal to a
contemporary social, economic, and
Bates was defeated last Saturday by
sational shooting of Dunn and the
ig army of readers.
the University of Maine in the annual brought her instant fame, and a place guarding of Mulkern and Brogan were
political problems.
(4) To strengthen physical and men- indoor dual meet at Orono. Figured on at the top of her profession—"As the the Portland highlights.
T- highly involved Treasury "handtal development.
paper to win or lose by the margin of Earth Turns." Heartfelt praise poured
- given way to a clear-cut stateSouth Portland and Rumford staged
(5) To assist in solving vocational one or two points, the Garnet track- in from sophisticated magazines and a long and bitter battle in the second
Benl of the facts in language any readmen were clawed to bits by the Maine Sunday School sheets alike. Such sim- semi-final, with Rumford finally windifficulty.
""
understand.
(6) To instill appreciation of the Bears to the tune of 67»/i to 49%. In plicity and truth was a welcome relief ning. Time and again the Capers
By Dorothy J. Kimball
- done much to get news over to
the running events Maine reigned su after the deluge of sordidly realistic avoided defeat as some hoopster would
outdoors and country life.
ibllc when journalism is in a
Each
enrollee
chooses
whatever
subpreme, Bates capturing but one first. novels that had been flooding the press. drop in a foul or a basket. It was a
telephone
table.
What
can
she
be
"There
is
too
much
social
life
on
:..11 from the old, with its major
She wrote as she remembered and the
sis on politics, to the new with this campus, and there are altogether doing downstairs? Surely she can't jects he wishes and is guided in their In direct contrast, Bates captured all result, says the "Transcript," was in- wild and hard game with the lead conpursuit
by
the
mentioned
instructors.
first
places
in
the
field
events
except
too
many
frivolous
entertainments
be
spying—no.
that's
an
unworthy
i's chief emphasis on politics.
evitably New England. Mrs. Carroll tinually changing from one team to
The subjects most desired vary from that of the high jump.
with no educational depths to them." thought, she is only carrying out her
the other. One thrill followed another
Although the final score indicated caught the atmosphere just as she mir- so fast that the Armory was in a conWhere, oh where, my campus-mates, well-defined duties of answering the camp to camp but in the Lewiston
rored
the
character
of
these
people
have we heard this familiar tale? No, telephone, ringing bells, etc. She casts group Church study is by far the most more or less a one-sided battle, the meet
stant uproar. Rumford had the stuff
Q'lmple arithmetic withstood the alit isn't the latest bulletin from the an appraising look at our two young popular. Second place is held by Auto- was replete with broken or tied rec- with humor and real understanding that champions are made of, however,
tan nents of early marriage last week
that
came
of
living
among
them
and
men, and returns to her studies, sat- Mechanics, followed by Forestry, First- ords featuring the stars of both teams.
and was not to be denied. The final
»< lie Pennsylvania State College Social Functions Committee of 1935—
it is quoted from the Bates Mirror of isfied that they are members of the Aid, Typewriting, Fingerprinting, Han- The individual high scorer was Kishon making friends. The sales were tre- score, after two overtime periods, was
"'i : the proposal was debated that a
mendous.
Excited
competition
went
1918, as the words of the then Dean old guard and know the ropes. They dicraft, Government and History. Not with 17 points to his credit. Keller of
Rumford 36, South Portland 34. Canales
coll. -.- graduate with a salary of
of Women, Dean Buswell. She goes ring the bells of their fair damsels, too popular at the local camp are sub- Bates was second by virtue of two firsts on among motion picture companies of South Portland was easily the out,:
•')' ' should marry before the age
to
purchase
movie
rights.
The
whole
on to say "It causes criticism outside and then—where are they going? Not jects like Latin, Spanish and Drawing. and Huff was high scorer for Maine
ol '. .riiy-five.
naUon read of the old Shaw farm, of standing player on the floor. His passMr. Herbst's conclusion is that with 8 points.
to have the young women in the com- in the reception room, but they walk
ing ability was uncanny and he was
T
affirmative speakers listed the pany of the young men so often and up the front stairs in a most casual "scores of thousands of young men find
Jen
and Stan.
As usual, Kishon stole the limelight.
a
dv:,: -,se8 0f early marriage and apparently so intimately." You didn't manner. Shades of Bates traditions, this part of CCC work to be the most
Since 1933, Gladys Hasty Carroll has the sparkplug of the Capers. Goodier
He broke three meet records and one
and Cullinan also played well for
Presented a romantic picture of a know then that there were social is that what they used to do only sev- valuable experience of their lives. The cage record. In doing so he defeated lived quietly with her husband and
South Portland. For Rumford, Breton,
young couple established in a home problems even back in the good old enteen years ago?
son,
Warren,
who
was
born
in
1932.
enrollees have found refuge from de- Frame of Maine, who defeated him in
Puia, and Sciarafa turned in an ex"Ifttir own The negative countered days of 1918 at our Alma Mater? Are
The
family
spent
the
past
few
sumHonor is Saved
feat . . . have cultivated new skills . . . the University Club meet, in the 35-lb.
cellent afternoon's work.
mers
at
Wells
Beach,
Maine.
Recently
*'«<> the picture of the young wife you interested—are you listening?
No. we breathe a sigh of relief and have learned the possibilities of rec- weight and in the shot put. Johnson of
The final found Deering playing
,*»£ out fifty cents lunch money and Then here is a variegated tale from perhaps of regret—the honor of Rand reation . . . and have developed capa- Bates was third in both of these they returned to the old farm ln South
street car tickets to the young authentic sources of the social life is saved. The Rand Hall reception cities for fuller self-expression and events. Kishon set new meet records Berwick, where they now reside. A Rumford for the championship. Cautious basket-ball was the main feature
""M each morning.
of the eds and co-eds of yesteryears— room is where the dicing room is now, maintenance."
by a throw of 50 ft., 8 ins. in the 35-lb. regular contributor to magazines, Mrs. of this game. Both teams broke-slowly
Carroll
has
also
completed
her
second
.Jpe affirmative closed by saying "the especially of the fine old art of en- on the second floor. So our stalwart
weight and a toss of 45 ft., 4% in. in
and guarded carefully. The Panthers
pwiege giri 0, today has long since tertaining.
youths walk up the stairs past the course, there is that ever-popular story the shot put. He then went on to set novel "A Few Foolish Ones," which is
(Continued on Page 4)
ear
n'-d, in her sorority and club enScene: Rand; Time: Any time after gauntlet of first the Dean's room and about the couple who went to sleep a new cage and meet record in the dis- to be her subject Wednesday evening.
'*rtainlng. to disguise the lesser cuts after 7:30 to 9:00; Day: Any day but then her office with the door open and behind a screen, and remained deep cus with a heave of 148 ft., IVz in. In
"i' at and handle left-overs deftly." Sunday (blue laws strict on Sunday). invariably occupied by either Her Maj- ln the arms of Morpheus until the this event Bates made its only clean
TV I'cision went to the negative.
Two young men dressed in the height esty or her secretary, and finally enter screen had been removed and they sweep, Johnson and Kramer placing
of fashion march determinedly up the the reception room itself to await the were discovered by the watchful and second and third, respectively.
front walk, throw open the door and arrival of the maidens of their hearts. eagle-eyed dean. After that little inciThe 50 yard dash was won by Keller
Tripping lightly down the stairs in dent, the use of screens was discourin 5 3-5 seconds, tying the cage and the
Spntish justice looked kindly on Mrs. enter the sacred precincts of Rand fetching wartime costumes, with high- aged In Fiske Room.
Hall—that
famed
domicile
of
Bates
v
' ?- Brownhill, Manchester woman
piled coiffures and delicately blushing
So now we'll leave the loving young meet records. Huff of Maine placed sec. n° Put her son Dennis "to sleep" with co-eds. (We, my dear readers are un- cheeks, the young ladies Anally greet couples to their harmless diversions ond and Higgins of Maine, third.
Mad March is upon us—a stepping asked for an explanation. He looked
seen
escorts,
so
we
may
watch
their
^ "Native tablets and gas. Thirteen
The U. of Maine tracksters made stone from February to April. In its at us out of the tops of his big brown
their swains. The scene now opens on of entertaining. They may play cards,
every
move
and
compare
with
more
ks
eyes, arched his back, and pranced
,,, "
ago the sixty-two-year-old wornthe ever-popular art of entertaining.
although it is a bit frowned upon by clean sweeps in the 600 and the 1000 icy breath there is a touch of spring.
• whose hair turned from gray to modern times.) Horrors, the light isn't
the powers-that-be. There is always of yard runs. De Witt, Marsh, and K. Already the frozen campus Is begin- around a bit.
Burlap Screens
turned
on
in
the
front
entry—why
ln
ni
He repeated his statement of the prer»n
"l*on, heard the blackOne of the most charming yet course, the educational and enriching Black scored in that order in (the six- ning to thaw, and students, shedding
'M't judge of the court at Leeds there is no light! Only the kindly
ceding week. Spring is just around the
startling features of the room is a num- activities smiled upon by the Dean hundred in the time of 1 rain:, 16 4-5 red flannels, are rushing down to see
darkness,
and
from
the
darkness
comes
""Wence her to be banged for the
corner. Sarcastically we asked, "What
sec. The thousand proved to be one of Buttercup for some cough pills.
"a rustle of silk against serge." That ber of folding green-burlap screens such as playing charades, guessing
lat r7 n,uraer of ner »°*»- Two days
Last week Raxi Duarte, Bates pre- corner?" Whereupon Raxi replied,
activities smiled upon by the Dean such the best races of the day with Marsh
placed
at
strategic
points
about
the
is
what
Is
known
as
"hall
entertain'*
the Home Secretary's office,
setting a new meet and cage record in mier weather forecaster, said spring "Why, didn't you know? Right around
«toy<\ by appeals from all over tbe ing" in the "most immoral spot on room. In a business-like manner, each as playing charades, guessing games the excellent time of 2 min., 17 sec. was just around the corner. The next the corner of the Carnegie Science
and all such parlor tricks. Then they
couple
settle
on
a
divan
and
pull
the
the
campus
'-a-la
'18.
"•""».
assured
her
of
reprieve.
Last
w
Building." We doubted but did not conscreens about them to Insure a meas- can always ask each other how they Ken Black placed second and was close- day we had six more inches of snow,
Proctor At 'Phone
haJi *he re,urned home to her huslike their profs and classes, although ly followed by his brother, Ernest and the mercury dropped to sub zero tradict. Raxi Is usually right. On snowure
of
privacy.
These
screens,
howShe says she kiUed
11118
e
Now as unseen behind fie yqung
shoes we walked through the drifts to
<aiR, slle eare
De"
*> levels.
even that informative subject wears Black, in third position.
infir
'
<J her own approaching men, we walk into the front hall, ever, are a great bone of contention
Now weatherman Duarte is not often the designated spot, and, as the good
In the 45 yard high hurdles, Purinbetween the faculty and students as out in time.
lly woul<l make her
crouched
deep
behind
a
pile
of
books,
(Continued on Page 3)
xar.";
unable to
wrong, so we of the Bates Student
£are
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
for him.
we see a bespectacled proctor'at the to their proper use. Why? Well, of

Milliken Decries Attitude
Of Decaying Self Reliance
Draws Parallel Between
Life In Colleges And
World Activities

Amendments Defeated
By Small Minority Vote

Well-Known Dartmouth
Orchestra To PlayOn Campus

Bates Students
Help CCC Camp
Education Plans

Rumford Wins In
Bates Tournament

Y. W. C. A. Banquet
Next Wednesday

Maine Victor
Over Garnet
Track Forces
Kishon Breaks Records,
Meagher, Keller,
Garner Firsts

Reception Room Equipment
Included Burlap Screens

H^eatherman Duarte Sees
Signs Of Coming Spring

^
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WW To Do
PACIFISTS, MI LITARISTS, EDITORS, foreign correspondents,
visiting alumni, faculty members, many types of professional and
non-professional shakers have harangued us as the future leaders
of our country, It has been dinned in our ears that we should be
the very best we can, from the chapel platform, from the Little Theatre
stage, at Y meetings, at club meetings, and every other sort of meeting
that after our days of academic security we must assume a place on this
wretched solar speck.
Recently one of the students took these suggestions, admonitions, and
threats seriously, actually thought some good might result from an attempt
at a practical application of this course of action. The student body was
informed by a recent student chapel speaker that we might with justification and benefit at least attempt to use these principles in our college
life. Feeling that as college students we might have some ability at
initiative and executive action he pointed out that we should have more
interest in matters of immediate concern to students.
Even more recently we had the privilege of exerting the measure of
power which is ours. As men and women approaching maturity we have
been granted a limited amount of college self-government and an organization by means of which we may carry out that governing right. Perfecting those means is largely our privilege and duty. But attempts at
improvement have been amazingly disappointing.
A group of representative men drew up for consideration a series
of amendments which they felt would help existing conditions considerably. Without going into a discussion of existing conditions, it is sufficient to say that they are far from satisfactory or desirable. But the
efforts to change matters have ended up with a disappointing score. The
failure to support the amendments to the Student Council Constitution
shows a remarkable indifference or ignorance to the present state of
affairs.
The dormitory associations have never been in action. The failure
to strike this clause from the Constitution demonstrates quite fully the
interest in the whole affair. The necessity of routing voters from the
campus to bring them to the chapel to vote is another indication of how
much real soundness there is in all the railing against existing conditions.
Apparently intelligent voting is not a characteristic of Council dissenters.
Certainly with the experience of the past few years and the energetic
pleas of earnest speakers ringing in our ears we might be expected »o
show some justification for trust. We may be afflicted with paternalism.
We may be "managed" to a large extent. But we deserve to have our
very lives regulated if we cannot show some ability, interest, and desire
to regulate them ourselves.

Oomrage, lr nendls
WE ARE IN A MUDDLE these days. Perhaps not more so
than any other age. But economically, politically, and socially
we, as a nation, hardly know just where we are at or in what
direction we are going. Theorists of all sorts, from innumerable
groups and organizations propound answers to our problems, yet never
answer them completely. There are Left Wings and Right Wings and
Middle Roaders in every phase of human activity. Somewhere, probably,
there is a way out of our apparently interminable maze.
In discussions of every type there is bound to come up some topic concerning our present dilemma. The matter is mulled over to the limit of
the group and then is usually left as the question without any apparent
answer. In dormitory groups, in street corner gatherings, in political
sessions, and Women's Clubs, for various reasons, the present New Deal
or the need of a new one is trampled on or exalted in accordance with
the needs, desires, and profits of the group. Somehow a satisfactory
solution has not yet been found.
In this day of attempts to find primary causes and forces we often
wonder how much significance is given to the human element in our present
set-up. Is it man's stupidity or his selfishness that has led him to this
unsatisfactory predicament? Without desiring to preach or moralize we
wonder'how much poverty results from too much individual wealth?
Is it political integrity or factional cheating that has resulted in unrest ?
Is democracy really a pipe-dream theory which is to crack-up on the rock
of citizen irresponsibility and indifference? Are we fated for a social
doom or are we merely suffering hardening of the arteries of conscience?

In The Darkness

PEPYS THRUTHE KEYHOLE

By Gladys Hasty '25

Now as I turn my tired eyes toward this ice-.nfested campus the
fever of spring seeps into my pores and lulls me to dreamland
The
blustering winds of March assail our wooded awns »* JX ■*»* J?
bows down to my dreams. So hearken while I gush forth in oily effer
The night is big and all-powerful.
The sky Is slate-colored and blurred
vescence all that appeared to me in this vision
by great tumbling masses of glintdown to Hampton to investigate the
ing steel-rimmed clouds. The trees
MILLIKEN COVERS PATCHES
Mann act . . - Lindbolm, caterer
are only gigantic figures with groMilliken in dignified stole (to cover de luxe at the tournament, reports
tesque tossing branches silhouetted patches) goes beserk, rends Father
against the pale glamour of the Faculty a bit, flagrantly criticizing "the poor tonic sale. Due to outside compemoon. The wind is fierce but far paternal polity" . . . Follows this with tition but don't "pop" the question . . .
away; there is no breath upon your display at Frye . . . One wooden settee Irving Ike appeared at the debate
cheek but you see, beyond the edge suffered . . . Over the Week-end . . . Puerta Rican with immaculate dress
of the rough crag, the ruthless havoc Wild Bill tries to set everything aT- suit and newly vulcanized rubbers .. .
of the wild, insatiable, Irresistible rites in a foreign atmosphere; all ends Beulah "the feesh" and Bucky the
force. Only the fire is near—the fire in joy . . . Junie down, Brad up (see- gore" Welch over which wench . . .
News From Greene
untouched as you, flickering on as saw—I mean haw-haw). The now
in the dry quiet of an August noon- saturine, tomorrow blythe Chass. takes Markell, he does; like Hill he doesn't"
day. Truly, it is very close, for its in a cinema with Rena . . . Quote "Fu" said the profane ice-cream heiress . . .
searching phantom fingers stretch that women are fickle, untrustworthy, Pond Berry and Doy Jow plus Libbey
out and with quick incision, catch and—blank— ... His soul will Frye necessitate a bit of geometry: just
hold of elusive heartstrings and for that . . . 'Arry's mincing gait de- what is this eternal triangle? Carl
twist and tweak, and then sooth and veloped into a nautical one. "Cap- swears he'll make it a "right" one—180
comfort you. Oh yes, you are there, tain we are lost." Ask the regular Fel- .degrees—colder ... So the sociallybut unknown, and unwelcome, as in lows. . . . Hair-trigger Stoddard floors minded Gore hung his hat on the Peg
a foreign, barbaric land. Nothing another or none other than— . . . Will and threw another log on- the fire . . .
in nature recognizes such a unit you forgive me for using an old line Dunlevey says Prebly I won't be in 'til
tonight, except as the deepest of the . . . Then, there's only one 'preble" on late tonight . . . Sutcliffe blacks the
shadows, the darkest of the shades. the beach for Bill . . . Dayt and George Cyclops eye . . . "Little Amen" Palmer
Neither has the fire any share in this leave for Beantown . . . The cascades and "Choral Response" Libbey are rerealm,—only that of an enemy who used to mean waterfalls but I could ported at odds: 'tis rumored that satiswould wreak destruction. That is put it stronger than that . . . Saw faction must out—choke on a "chestie"
why you two are excluded from this "pedro" Catlin and Margo slumming at boys . . . Came across Winston's oneawful sporting of the elements. Jordan's one eve of late . . . Tooth- track mind in the Telegram again . . .
Mortal and Fire alike appear, and brush Darling and the Happy one min- . . . Yon Muskie has a lean and hunalike go out after a few short hours;
gled sighs and raucous chuckles dur- gry look . . . Oh, yes, he's head waiter
but the night, the great black con- ing intermission at Chase . . . Marc-us at Commons . . . Ask the man who
cealing night, has its place always, down as saying Telmar was enter- hones one said "Skeegie" Bates as
and the trees have theirs, and the
tained right regally ... In the crystal he razored off a portion of his finelyheavens are everlasting. What man- sphere
second ago I saw a vague chiseled proboscis . . . "Gimme a ring
ner of world is this which you have group ofa seniors
sometime" sais Vance to Martha . . .
and a freshman . . . Garrity
presumed to invade? It is the weird The image followed
O'Flaherty (Lexington) croons
one of the Seniorincomprehensible and admits of no Soph game . . . Saw Bunny and the of late "There's a Bit of Paree in You"
espionage. It is the throne of the Mrs. at the tournament; cutting "Ca- . . . "It seems to me that its wise to
King who is wrapped closely In a pers" I bet . . . Did also see Charles neglect the Crafts in this day and age
veil of prehistoric lore, and a mantel
No-Sale Toomey moth-eaten from sais the sage Parker to the small Frye
of unknown eternity. It is the great, Chic
depths of Bridgtown ushering Ron- . . . This vision comes from the isle
broad expanse of nothingness which the
of lost souls—-not to mention a couple
is the seclusion of the Supreme Be- nie around the Armory. "Ain't that of heels and stuff and flug which I'm
ing, the all-pervasive, invisible Spirit. gland?" The Connecticut "wop" with reminded ought to be in the campus
the Stradivarius fails to put in appearance . . . Tough "Peg" . . . Swell column ... So unbutton your ears,
Dracula . . . And Francis Hutchins had Cy, for the vision fades into a pile of
whose head on his shoulder all dur- dirt ... If you should tease I might
ing a movie . . . This via Dot . . . "My be able to distinguish . . . But for now
not-a-thing-more
fine fat friend, lend me your "Boots."
Uncle Sam Pepys.
Aw, "shoe" said the canny Scot . . .
Is Fuller Caught?
Nigro's 84—just a "Dalle" habit says
the sleek Physics major ... Is "Shotgun" Fuller caught by the Webb "in
spider" his professed antipathy for
frails . . . but then it never frails—
By Virginia McNally
quick, period . . . Does the Duke like
Sherry? . . . When he sees this
In the last game of the Inter-Class his
Presenting for your approval—Miss
Basketball competition last evening will he Blanche? . . . Thp passionate Typical Rand Hall—being the result
in the gymnasium, the Freshmen out- Norge pulls the old wall-flower duet of a recent survey made of Rand Hall
played the fast-stepping Juniors to win gag at Chase. O. K. Dayton, O-hi-o,
the title and also the opportunity to Millicent (Page the rubbish-man after co-eds in an attempt to determine
play against a team from Bowdoin on that pun) . . . I've heif-er a mind to tell just what she is like. Here goes:
Saturday night as a preliminary game about those cow-eyes . . . Dority goes She weighs one-thirty.
And doesn't care;
of the state finals between Rumford
She's twenty-one.
and Window in the Lewiston Armory. for the first time in basketball.
And has brown hair.
Summary:
The Juniors went out to an early
She's five feet four;
Freshmen
lead, until, in the last few minutes
Her eyes are blue.
Goals Ponla rts.
of the first period the Freshmen began Seedman, Ig
2
0
4
She wears low heels.
to click. Going into the final period Brown, lg
1
1
3
And glasses too.
of the first half, the upperclassmen Patterson, lg
0
0
0
Perhaps you think
were leading by a single point. At the Frost, rg
1
1
3
That she's a freak
ten minute recess the Freshmen were Doyle, c
1
0
2
And yet, she has
leading 11-10.
Morin, c
2
1
5
Three dates a week!
Starting with a drive the Freshmen Hathaway, c
0
0
0
To cigarettes she
scored two baskets which increased Preston. If
2
A
2
Seldom yioldo.
their lead. The Seedman-Preston com- Kggleton. rf
2
2
6
But when she does
bination began to click, and at the end Reed, rf
0
0
0
They're Chesterfields.
of the third period the score was 20-11. Molloy, rf
0
0
0
Just once a week
The defence men had successfully
She "entertains,"
broken up Captain Clarke's advances,
Totals
29
And one good show
and lie failed to score until the closing
Juniors
Or interest wanes.
minutes of the game after Mike DroGoals Fouls PtR.
Does she study?
bosky had been sent out of the game I.atlian, rf
0
1
1
Oh my, yes.
with four fouls.
Zaremba, rf
0
0
Three hours a day
0
0
0
Molloy. a Freshman, playing his first Small, rf
(Tho' often less!)
2
1
game, was the next man to leave the Sherman, If
5
Once a week
0
0
0
floor. Preston, high scoring Freshman, Atherton. If
She writes "the folks."
Clark, c
1
0
?.
Chase Hall dances
tied for top honors with Eggleton Drobosky, rg
1
1
3
To her are jokes.
with six points. Sherman was the Rounds, rg
0
1
1
Of course at home
outstanding player for the losers scor- Wellman, lg
1
0
2
She has a "beau"
ing five points.
And doesn't cheat
Totals
14
The Freshman-Bowdoin game SaturStatistics show;
Referee.
Pignone;
Umpire.
Coleman;
And yet we know
day night should be a scrap worth
Timer, Lenzi; Scorer, Pellicane; Time. This can't be true;
watching when traditional rivals meet 4 S's.
Because, Miss Rand,
We know you do!
Bertocci Is her
Favorite prof,
Tho' Pom and Amos
Aren't far off.
She likes to swim.
By Earl Dias
Plays tennis too;
It happened 50 years ago—1885:
at Tokyo—48.000 students .. . Stanford On favorite dates
A new chapel, seating 600, was com- was planning a new 40-acre athletic What does she do?
pleted at Dartmouth . . . The Yale field . . . Yale completed a new $25,000 Well, men with cars
library was enlarged to a capacity of baseball cage with a glass roof . . . With her do rate.
2,000,000 volumes . . . Columbia Uni- Maine brought forth a new song—the For riding Is
versity decided that studies for the now famous "Stein Song" . . . The Her favorite date.
senior year would be entirely elective students of Williams College voted to Cheney House
. . . Dartmouth students contributed abolish hazing . . . The University of She likes the best.
$1,300 for the support of the baseball Chicago debating team was required Her favorite dorm
team . . . Simon Newcomb, the great to eat at training table and to observe Leads all the rest.
astronomer, was elected to the chair regular hours.
Now there it is
of Mathematics and Astronomy at
• * *
The data a 11
Johns Hopkins.
20 years ago—1915:
On the "typical girl"
• • •
We read that "Quimby '18 made a Of old Rand Hall
In this same March, 1885, issue we fine showing in the low hurdles at the You're disappointed?
read the following:
Inter-class track meet. He won both So were we;
"A lesson in economy might be 2™ 1lrial and final heats. The coach But what else could
learned from the theologues who were thinks he has in him the makings of a The poor girl be?
lately seen sweeping the gravel from first class hurdler. He has both the
the long sidewalk leading to Nichols stride and the speed; all he needs is
Hall (now John Bertram) in order to the form which he can easily acquire
Some people have no respect for age
save shoe leather. Later intelligence through practice." (Evidently Prof unless it's bottled.
states it was only part of a broom-drill Quimby does not confine his talents
they were practicing."
only to debating).
• * •
Modern youngsters: Prayers are little messages to God, sent at night to
40 years ago—1895:
"Behaviour is the theory of manners get the cheaper rate.—CongregationFred A. Knapp (present Professor practically applied."—Mme. Necker.
alist.
of Latin) contributed an article on
"Goldsmith's Parson Compared with
Chaucer's" . . . The Freshmen held a
reception in the gym ... A movement
was afoot to organize a State Collegiate Association . . . Prof. Anthony gave
a thoughtful, pointed, and earnest lecture on "Christian Steadiness" . . .
Bates withdrew her baseball team from
COIOT
the state league . . . The class of '96
held a banquet. Oliver F. Cutts offered
a toast to "Our Prexy," and Fred A.
Knapp offered one to "good old '96."
Levity, wisdom, and wit flowed freely.
(From the Bates Garnet of December, 1924.)

Freshmen Win
Crucial Game
Winners Meet Bowdoin
And Rumford—Winslow Pre-game Feature

Miss Typical Rand Hall

UTOLLEClf

Debating News

NEWS

By Damon Stetson

By ROSIE M. GALLINARI
Students of the Eighties and Nineties
were the "ideal" college men the Dean
of Columbia College declared recently.
The college students of that day were
a picked group with a broader cultural" background than those or tne
present, he pointed out. "It is safe to
say that ten times as large a percentage of our present population enters college as did at that time, with
the inevitable lowering of the average
of cultural background, of purely intellectual interests and knowledge subjects that comprised the course of
study at that time." The attitude of the
colleges today toward the student was
declared to be trying to reach the
whole personality—mind, body and
spirit, while in the Nineties, the whole
aim of college education was the acquisition of knowledge which could be
gained through reading texts and listening to professors lecture.

The Puerto Ricoan debal
m A
very impressive appearance Ian Th a
day night. Edmund Muskj
,' rs'
Isaacson '36, and Davi.i .
•36, were the Bates debater,
sented the case against
turo Carrion, a freshman In
p_ '"
Rico Law School, and who has atndf
at Columbia University was rlu e,
tionally clever speaker, n..
**>
rather clever paraphrase of the nu
definition of democracy.
,.. ..?J
mocrary ts of the poor, by
for "the" rich" . . /in
In the
the' pen'toJS
which
„.— followed the
—J del.
debat.
Puerto Kicoans
Ricoans was asK>
askedit if
|]
favor fascism in Puerto R|
,llui j!
said, "If it's all we've
would."

Last Monday night Er
'lublnson
'37, Lawrence Floyd '37,
:
. William
Metz "37", participated In -.. '• i'ate at
the University of New
' "I'shlre.
They upheld the affirmatl' ■M
the international shipment of
The debate was conduit. "'-fording
to Oregon style. Metz gavi :!>e main
presentation;
Robinson
.
cross-examiner and Floyd g '■'' therebuttal and summary. Th
An instructor at Mass. Institute of intercollegiate debate for isM the first
*t2 and
Technology, after a series of experi- Robinson.
ments in his classes concluded that
the practical men were not the "A"
The final league debate :
, „
students but the "B" and "C" men.
From his observations he decided that will be held on campus In approxithe high grades might be the result of mately two weeks . . . New niemben
i>le Dean excellent memory, ability to bluff, have recently been chosen I
ability to cram, outside help, etc. How- bating Council and their nanu - will be
ever, he does grant that an "A" student announced in next week'
who is also practical would probably Student . . .
turn out to be much like a genius. This
is an interesting survey but the fact should be able to earn his v.. -lirough
college endorsing baker
remains that it was not extensive.
ments. And if his appetite in:
-above
named delicacy continues .. .■ a record he should make as a senior.
A co-ed's conception of a man, "A
man is just a worm of the dust. He
Carrying out the plan of the procomes around, wriggles for a while,
fessor of public speaking • , .
and finally some chicken gets him."
from the stereotyped met::.
.f classroom speaking, a group of Am
Mount Holyoke sophomores
From the ordinary man to the "ideal" cently for the first of the "tea talks"
man as young women at Wellesley Col- —classes in informal eonverlege In a writing seminar attempted speaking. Originally it was hoped to
to discover. One list included these get the students from the two colleges
points: "He must take a woman as a together at the dinner tabh
person not as a woman; he must be gatherings several subjects of tonve*
honorable; he must be tolerant in sation are set, but those ci
every way; he must have a broad in- are allowed wide leeway. This is an
terest. Another short list said; He example of business and pleasure commust be generous; he must be ambi- ing together.
tious. The list of a millionaire's daugho —
ter read thus: He should be gracious;
Bed is a bundle of para
he should be helpless at times; he must to it with reluctance, yel
be a real person, he doesn't have to with regret: we make up our minds
have a "moral" character. Not one every night to leave it early, bat we
girl mentioned wealth or social posi- make up our bodies every morning to
tion. When the results were read in keep it late.—Colton.
class, a visiting married woman remarked that, "You girls have been picturing saints, not men."
At Colby College there is an attempt
being made to have a faculty debate
on the New Deal. By popular demand,
two well known members of the faculty (economic professors) are being
persuaded to propound their opinions.
A kind of petition has been circulated
and already contains the signatures
of the Dean, presidents of the fraternities, representatives of Student Council and Government, etc.

"9 JBates Crabition"
SM I' /r %%'fTTf roc Ct?f7A.*f

George A. Ross
ELM STREET
Bales 1904

<r

Turn Back The Clock

It is rather generally agreed that life is not a bed of roses. But it
might be if we cared to take the time to pick out the thorns. As a rule
college students stand dismayed before the tremendous task of pulling
thorns. We are disturbed at the condition of affairs. However, someone
*» • •
faces a task by which in comparison the cleansing of the Augean stables
The following from an 1895 issue is a
tribute to the most powerful little aniwas but a mild Spring housecleaning.
mal in the world:
Attention to training and character must be more intense than ever
"Recently an event occurred which
before if we are to say with a greater pride than our leaders of todav brought out much of the true courage
that characterizes noble manhood. As
'Si monumentum requiris. circumpice.'
one of the students was escorting a
Where are our most influential campus citizens found? Where is young lady to her home, the couple
divulged for our absorption the choicest bits of slang, gossip and town was suddenly confronted by an animal
which resembled a cat. It was not a
topics? To what do our most erudite alumni owe the depth of their cat. In vain the young man waved his
learning? Is it in the classrooms of our alma mater that we find the hat and stamped. Evidently the "cat"
answer to these questions? Never! The sine qua non of our collegiate had suryeyed the sidewalk and was for
accomplishments is the stuffy, smoke-filled, lurid room, with ash-sprinkled the time being absolute monarch. Just
in the nick of time the young man and
floor and untidy desks, the room where the undergraduate, safe from lady left the scene of action, and comdisturbance from actuality, decides the fate of nations and directs the pleted the journey by going the 'longcourse of destiny. Scorned by many, sought by more, the sacred chamber est way 'round.' "
• * •
does its little bit to promote the cause of Iil>eral education—and to waste 30 years ago—1905:
(
time.
The largest college In the world was

CORSAGES

Always made attractively and. in
harmony with the co-ed's gown

In response to a wager of a mere
fifty cents, a freshman at the U. of
Vermont achieved undying gastronomic fame by shattering all existing
records of doughnut consumption in
the putting away of twenty husky
crullers in the truly amazing time of
29 minutes, 26 seconds for a new
world mark. The previous record (31
minutes) was held at Notre Dame. He

THIS IS A GOOD TIME TO
LOOK OVER OUR

Sterling £ Fine Solid
Silver Patterns
In Flatware and Start
Your Set One Piece
At a Time

* THE NEW

DENTISTRY

We are pleased to show you and
give our prices

A Phase of Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for a career

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SCHOOL

80 Lisbon Street

A competent course of preparation for
the dental profession. A "Class A"
School. Write for catalogue.
LEROY M.S. MINER. D.M.D.. M.D.. Daan
Dept. i. 188 Long wood Ave.. Boston. Mass.

'BIG CHIME CLOCK'

Fred. L Tower Companies
165 Middle Street, Portland, Maine

Printers

-

Publishers

Direct Mail Advertising

-

Mailing
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THE BEST COLLEGE SOUVENIR

A BATES YEAR BOOK

Place your orders with:—

RAYMOND HARWOOD, '35
SAM MacDONOLD, '38
Ask us about "telegraphing flowers" to some
distant city for birthdays, anniversaries

Phone

98

— AS LASTING AS RECOLLECTION
SUBSCRIBE TO

or hospitals

The 1935

ROAK, FLORIST

"MIRROR"

°

Auburn Theatre Bldg.
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LIBRARY FINDS

Records Show Averages For
'-"^

JAPAN IN CRISIS
By Harry Emerson Wildes

p.0f Harry Wildes, a former teacher of economics at Keion University,
, jonaii's oldest educational institutions, feels that Japan, the last of the
o»er ..,1 monarchies, is racing to escape disaster. Racked by corruption and
"« b'v , "efficiency and selfish ambitions, she fears the Fascism of reaction£i*f5" ui the Communism of the radicals. Political assassinations and gang
•^risDis :,re terrifying the leaders of government. Mr. Wildes believes.
^■■ij:
'" Crisis" is a full-length explanation of Japan's political and
. i difficulties. He bases hjs conclusions on first-hand observation and
si*' tics
•,.' >\d statements of official spokesmen.

February
Normal
Many Respects

In

WEATHER
Honors Day Planned
For Next Wednesday
Honors Day is planned for sometime next week.
Probably on
Wednesday, pending upon the return of Pres. 'Clifton D. Gray from
his Southern tour. At this time the
names of those making Phi Beta
Kappa, College Club, Delta Sigma
Rho and other senior honor societies along with the undergraduates
■Waking an 85 first semester average
will be read.

The Choral Society is busily rehearsing for a coming concert at Augusta. Details for the program have
not yet been completed, but this concert will include numbers of a semisacred nature. This will be the first
trip of the organization this year. This
is being arranged under the leadership
of Professor Crafts and the program
will be announced later.

The following statistical report on
the weather of February is submitted
by the college weather station:—
Temperature
• » •
The month of February averaged
Bates College is going to have a Glee
20.14 compared with the 51-year averClub. A week ago Professor Crafts
age of 18.98. The maximum monthly
called the men of the Choir and Choral
average on record is 32.18 recorded in
groups together and rehearsed them
1929, and the minimum monthly avfor the better part of an hour on Negro
erage of 9.65 was recorded last year.
poet
Spiritual music. There will be about
The coldest day during the past month
twenty men in the group, equally diwas the first, 5.29, as compared with
vided between basses and tenors. In
last year on the 9th when -8.83 was the
past years the main difficulty with this
daily
average.
The
warmest
day
this
* hpr
detrain Coffin, outstanding
group has been in obtaining a balyear
was
37.88
on
the
loth
as
com""l, poet, will speak in the Little
ance between bass and tenor voices but
*IM> larch 11 under the auspices Campus Leader Confined To pared with 28.75 on the first in 1934. Play-off Between Eastern And it now appears that this situation has
The
highest
hourly
reading
this
year
^L^L.fford Club. Mr. Coffin is at
Infirmary For Past Week
been remedied. If the efforts of ProWestern School Hoop
:
was 48 and the lowest was -18, and
."
member of the faculty of
1
fessor Crafts are successful this group
pre*sent
these are compared with the all time'
Champions
allege. This lecture will be
will also make its first outside appearMilton Lindholm, president of the maximum and minimum hourly temV^T
Bates student body.
at Augusta.
Rumford High will play Winslow ance at the concert
Senior Class and of the Student Coun- peratures of 59 and -28, respectively.
• * *
cil, has been confined to the Infirmary The greatest variability in average High for the basketball championship
With the all college election at hand,
for the past week with a knee injury. temperatures from day to day was of Maine at the Armory Saturday
the main problem confronting the MacAfter turning in performances in the from the 14th to 15th when a change night. Rumford won the Western Farlane
Club is the selection of a list
Arnold and Harvard games which from 16.71 to 37.88 and on the 16th to Maine title in the Bates sponsored
Freshman Class
ig of the freshman class was would 'have merited him a place on the 17th when the change was from 35.50 tourney last week-end. Winslow won of candidates to fill the four main ofme,
fices of the organization. A committee
the Eastern Maine title at Bangor.
, I ij, • Thursday to select a nom- mythical All-Maine team had he been to 20.70.
se
Precipitation
The championship play-off will be composed of Gale Freeman, Louise
mmittee for class officers. able to continue his fine playing, he
ins
Geer. and Beulah Wilder are trying
Sr foil *>ng students were chosen: split a cartilage in his left knee in
Total—Precipitation in the form of under the direction of the Bates Athselect a favorable list of nominees.
|,.. I, Edward Howard, Gordon the second period of the Boston Uni- rain or snowfall on nine different days, letic Association and Varsity club as to
Hilda McGinnis, and Mary versity game. He saw service in but compared with an average of 10 days was the tourney last week. A record The list, when completed, will be submitted to the members of the club at
rilase' Th meeting was presided over one quarter of the Colby game. Last for 58 years. The heaviest fall of 0.70 attendance is expected for the state the general election.
week, playing in the Senior-Frosh bas- inches was recorded on the 14th. The title contest between these two evenlyo
ketball game, he jumped for a ball and total precipitation for the month was matched clubs.
* * * Class
in landing re-injured his knee to such 2.31 inches, or 1.35 inches below the
Sophomore
The Sophomore Class held a meeting an extent that he will have to use 61-year average. The heaviest February cember, 1934, the seasonal total is now
., mi.,v . . nioon to elect a nominat- crutches for some time to come.
precipitation, placed here for com- 87.25 inches, compared with an averparison, was 8.60 inches in 1900, and age of 64.77- inches, or an excess of
,,;;,„. ittee for class officers. The
22.48 inches. Again, with March added,
the lightest was 0.63 inches in 1895.
•Miters rhosen were Kathryn Thomas,
Bates will be represented at the
Snowfall included in the general there will be an excess in seasonal Model League of Nations Conference
Kniii Jellison, Fred Martin, Norman
averages as precipitation amounted snowfall at the end of the month.
n-icrht and Bernard Marcus. The men
Summary:—February on the whole of New England Colleges at Mt. Holto 18.75 inches as compared to the
mm "this noup will also nominate
monthly average of 22.16 inches. The appears to have been an average voke by John Gross 35. Carl Heldman
ncmbers ■ aiulidates for the Student
of all February snowfalls was month. Snowfall was nearly average;
(ounril Charles Gore, who presided,
The girls of the Junior class will heaviest
9
was about two-thirds norhold their annual dance at Chase Hall 6 80 in 1920. The lightest February precipitation
ais ask. i to select a committee to
nial; the number of clear days and
--'nor! on i lass rings and pins.
on Friday evening, March 15th. Reser- snowfall was 6.0 inches in 1928. (Last days on which more than 0.01 inches
o
vation should be made immediately year the total snowfall was 41.00).
Yearly snowfall:—The 18.75 inches of precipitation is about average. The
with one of the committee members,
FOR
temperature for the month was above
Valeria Kimball, chairman; Constance of snowfall for February added to the average slightly, and the maximum
EDS AND CO-EDS
Redstone, Priscilla Walker, Adele January fall gives the year thus far and minimum hourly and daily readCHASE HALL
Testa, or Dorothy Staples. The Bobcats a total of 75.00 inches,- or an excess ings were well within the average
of 31.96 inches over the average. March
(Continued from Page 1)
will furnish music.
snowfall averages 14.73 inches over limits for the month.
reath L- r man had said, there was be seen on the campus in 1935, and a 60-year period. If no snow falls in
according to reports. Professor Wood- March the year will still be well over
We carry a large assortment
* On the southern side of the building cock says its presence is due to the the average. The lowest March snowon record is 1.5 inches in 1910 and
vas a patch of green grass. Basking in heat pipes running to the physics lab. fall
of—
1915,
so
it
appears
the
year
will
conthe centre of it was none other than But whether it is artificial or not, in tinue to be in excess through March.
Men's Gladstone Bags
Kenneth Cordon Jones, '35, svelte and it we see visions of a snowless Mount
Seasonal snowfall:—With the snowimmaiulali' in white flannels. He said David—a shady green campus—seniors fall of the first two months of this year
Ladies' Fitted and
raeticing up for his trip to in caps and gowns—and Mr. Rowe ad- added to that of November and DeUnfitted Cases
monishing
the
tennis
players
to
wear
Florida. Jones rose politely when he
a* Raxi. After a moment's conversa- more clothing. Then a March wind
Men's Billfolds and
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
iini! the man in white walked away, ends our dreaming and we snowshoe
Small Leather Goods
disclosing two enormous patches on back to the room of the great Raxi for
INC.
a
cigarette,
and
one
of
his
famous
lecthe seal of his trousers.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
X.w about this grass. It's the first to tures on "Beauty Spots of Cape Cod."
Comer College and Sabattus Sts.
o
Lewiston Monumental Works
123 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON
WASHING and GREASING
The man who trusts men will make
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
fewer mistakes than he who distrusts
TELEPHONE 4634-R
them.—Cavour.
7 SABATTTJS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES

Will Speak
i-or Spofford Club

Rumford-Winslow
State Title Game
In Armory Sat.

Football Injury,
Jinx To Lindholm

CLASS MEETINGS

'..V

""•

Students To Attend
N. E. Model League

JUNIOR GIRLS HOLD
DANCE NEXT WEEK

BILL
THE BARBER

Weatherman Duarte Sees
Signs Of Coming Spring

CITIES
SERVICE

Fogg's Leather Store

We Make Our Own Ice Cream
63 COURT STREET
AUBURN

J. E. LaFlamme
PHOTOGRAPHER
VISIT THE NEW
STUDIO AT

Lewiston
CARL HELDMAN. 35. Agent
TELEPHONE 2134

9 am

VL0UA
•:■■:■:-

:%
We Have Just the Thing
in

CORSAGES
for the

JUxck^SfaileA

SOPH HOP

ANN'S FLOWER
SHOP
"The »tore of individual service"
AGENTS
ASHTON ATHERTON, '36
STANTON SHERMAN, '36
Telephone 4587 -W
185 Main Street
Lewiston

You like me best because I am
so mellow, rich, flavorful. She
chooses me in preference to
other cigarettes for another
reason; because I am so mild
and easy on her throat. But you
both prefer me because I am
made exclusively from fragrant,

expensive center leaves. That's
why I'm milder. That's why I
taste better. No top leaves, unripe
and stinging; no bottom leaves,
coarse and sandy, are permitted
to destroy my uniform mildness
and-good taste. I'm your best
friend. I am your Lucky Strike.

LE
AMESSAGER
•* "ublisliiing

v^o

LUCKIES USE ONLY THE CENTER LEAVES
CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

Job Printers
Publishers

S
225 LISBON STREET

7tyla6le> TSetltfo

Barnstone - Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON, - MAINE

-•••-.,,.

6 LISBON STREET

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

Judkins Laundry
INC.

AGENT

135 MAIN STREET

$18-50
JUDDY'S MEN'S SHOP

FRED C. McKENNEY

Jm UCTUA vttJL -tfue/gS

ARE IN

PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY

! break the ice

Yoke Back Sport Suits
New Hats, Ties, Hose, Shirts
and Sweaters

OIL & GAS

When strangers meet

THE NEW

We can show you a varied
selection of

193 MIDDLE STREET

Agmt, JOE BIERNAKI. '36

CANDY STORE

'35, Vanie Robbins '35, and William
Greenwood '36, members of the Bates
Politics Club.
. o
—
Women make 90<7, of the attempts
to smuggle articles through the U. S.
customs.—Collier's.

FOR BETTER

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL

DOWNING'S

Warmest day—(39.71)—(Jan. 7); Hour—(48.00)—(Feb. 15)
Coldest dav-(—1.66)-(Jan. 27); Hour-)-25.00)-(Jan. 28)
Forecast record-for year 112 out of 128; all time average .828
Forecast for end of week—Unsettled, possible rain or snow
Average Maximum Minimum
Weather
.22 rain
16
32
24.96
February 26
2
2.75 snow
24
15.42
February 27
cloudy
5
28
12.83
February 28
18
14 clear days
48
20.14
For month
fair
5
29
15.33
March
1
22
trace rain
40
30.71
2
March
21
fair, windy
40
31.96
March
3
trace snow
26
42
34.00
March
4
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
-for —
Average
To date
Temperature
+32.48
18.98
20.14
February
— 5.04
29.26
28.00
March
— 111.13
22.38
17.80
Year
Precipitation (inches)
— 1.35
3.66
2.31
February
— 4.23
4.23
March
— 1.03
11.68
10.65
Year
Snowfall (inches)
— 3.66
22.16
18.50
February
— 14.73
14.73
March
-1-17.23
57.77
75.00
Year
79.50
87.25
seasonal
«■.«..»
i 7.75
Seasonal
Reminder:—February ranked 31st in 61 year's record of snowfall;
45th in precipitation; about average in number of "rainy days; above
average in clear days; 27th in 50 year's record of temperature. February was just about'an average and normal month^^^^^^^^

MILTON LINDHOLM, '35

LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets
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SPORTSJSHOTS

Maine Victor Over
Garnet Track Forces
(Continued from Page 1)

BY BOB SAUNDERS
Now that Lefty Gomez has signed up and the basebair teams are
trekking southward, our own thoughts are turning toward the national
pastime. Indoor practice will start about the middle of the month when
track is over, and from then till Easter the chief work will be in limbering up arms and sharpening batting eyes. The freshman battery candidates are to work out in their spare time from now until the official call.
This will be in no way organized practice hut will enable Coach Dave
Morey to get a line on the new material.

N^V
By Polly Miller '36
All gym classes are now concentrating on their minor activities in preparation for the Garnet and Black Tournament which is to take place on
Thursday evening, March 14, at Rand
Gymnasium. Garnet and Black leaders
have been chosen to take charge of
the events at the Tournament. Charlotte Harmon was chosen leader of the
Blacks, and Jean Murray, leader of the
Garnets.
Much interest is being taken this
year in regard to the outcome of the
Tournament, since up to this time both
the Garnets and the Blacks have three
wins to their credit, and in 1932, there
was a tie. This year there is no danger
of a tie, since the program has been
arranged with an uneven number of
points.
So far In this year's competition the
Blacks are leading the Garnets by
two points. The following is a record
of the results of this competition:
Garnets Blacks
0
3
Soccer
1
0
Archery
0
1
Tennis
0
1
Riding
2
1
Hockey
1
0
Archery
Riding
0
1
1
0
Tennis
Volleyball
1
2
2
1
Baseball
0
1
Games
3
1
Basketball
0
1
Winter Sports

Bates Has Veteran Team
The team will not be lacking in vet- in the state series play. Cap Atherton
erans. Almost an entire lettermen is a hard working pitching prospect
team can be put on the field in the who showed some promise last year.
opening game against Bowdoin. From Bob Fish and Ed Murphy are two other
last year's outfit we have Gillis, catch, pitching candidates who cannot be
Darling, pitch, Aldrich at first, Calla- overlooked. Fish, who in build Rehan at second, Sherman at short, sembles Grove, has plenty of speed
Toomey at third, Dunlevy at left field, and a good hook. Once he gets a little
and Marcus at center field. Some in- more control he will have many a batfield candidates we have seen work out ter eating out of his hand. Murphy
In the past and who have fine chances has played with some mighty fast
of breaking into the lineup, lettermen clubs. He has-remarkable control and
or no lettermen, are Joe Pignone, a great deal on the ball. Both should
Wally Gay, Ike Seniell, and Bill Scol- help round out the pitching staff. From
nik.
the freshmen class a prospective
One of the biggest problems of the pitcher is seen in Bill Luukko, the best
team is the pitching situation. Only high hurdler, broad jumper, and high
Bob Darling has had any experience jumper in the class. With freshmen
and out of the rest of the squad someone capable of putting the ball past the out of varsity track this spring he inbatter once in a while has to be de- tends to spend some time pitching
veloped in order to have a team figure and may prove valuable.
Intercollegiate Basketeers Disagree
The Winslow-Rumford game at the fraternities weren't as large as the
Armory for the state basket-ball title classes here, they replied. Result—
ought to pack them in Saturday night. no game.
After seeing the crowd at the JuniorFreshman championship game last
night we would say that the game is
Heard at Orono—"Mig Awd," what
going over bigger than ever this year. an Armory! (track 238 yards a lap).
Believe it or not there was almost an What kind of a place is this where the
Intercollegiate game put on as a pre- college president sits in with the boys
lim to the championship game this at training table? Ken Black tells
Saturday. Perhaps we shouldn't say about filing off two pairs of spikes to
almost but it was thought of, anyway. practice on the Deering track ($15)
Bates very kindly pffered to play its and all Curtis said was, "Why did you
freshman team against the Colby in- have to do that?" Picture of utmost
ter-class freshman team. Colby very dejection—Ray, when he thought Klshthoughtfully refused but offered to on lost the hammer. Joel Marsh, to
send down its regular freshman team. Saunders and Danielson before the
Bates said "How could you? Our boys 1,000, "Shall we run a 55 first quararen't experienced." Tossing discretion ter." Crawshaw—"Seventy-five cents
to the winds Bates said to Bowdoin, for supper, boys. I ve got to bring
"Send up your best frat team." But Ollie back $10." And Pendleton, "Did
Bowdoin wasn't to be tempted. Their you hear this one?"

She.: "I consider, John, that sheep
are the stupidest creatures living."
He:- (absent-mindedly) "Yes, my
lamb."
Said the milk to the cream, "You're
the top!"
11
13
Totals
—Jackson Jug
o
Harvard University, the oldest Amer(Continued from Page 1)
ican institution of learning, will celewent ahead in the second period and brate the 300th anniversary of its
the best that the Deering team could founding in 1936.
do for the rest of the game was to tie
the count. Dozens of scoring opportunities were missed by the Purple.
The scoring by periods gives an idea
Our Aim:
of the closeness of the game—1st period, Rumford, 5-3; 2nd, 9-8; 3rd, 12-11.
Breton, Puia and Arbor starred for the
Panthers while Pullen and Sawyer
played their usual fine games for Deering.
That is why we sell
Portland and South Portland played
the consolation game. Portland lead
throughout the game. In the last quaryou only the very
ter, the Capers rallied to win the consolation cup with a 30-27 count. Goodier
best quality of
and Cullinan were the main cogs in the
Caper offense while Mulkern and Dunn
went well for Portland.

RUMFORD WINS

To Give Satisfaction

FLOWERS

A. G. SPALDING

Be economical in

ATHLETIC GOODS

buying a

Skiis

Basketball

Skates

and Track

Snowshoes

Supplies

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.

Ernest Saunders

•

26 Lisbon St.

P T ARK

TT •

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS

95-99 Main St.,

AUBURN, ME.
^-a»->a»<-»fcH)».-sfc-«H

Bates Students
A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON
SALE FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
DROP IN BETWEEN
CLASSES

Yahe a ci

Coach Ray Thompson expects a
"tought meet" with most every race a
close one in the meet in the cage Saturday afternoon with the Northeastern
University outfit of Boston. He thinks
that first place in the hammer and
shot-put are definitely Kishon's, and
this belief is undoubtedly reinforced
by the record-shattering performances
of the sophomore weight star last week
at Orono. It should not be forgotten,
however, that Roger Hadley of the
Huskies can be counted on to score In
both the weight and shot. The Bates
quartet—Kishon, Johnson, Peabody,
and Anicetti—will all .be entrants in
the weights and should score heavily.
. Northeastern's main strength lies in
its crack relay outfit, which set a new
record in the recent University Club
meet, and in its two well-known high
jumpers. Red Sandier and Komich.
These latter performers will probably crack the existing cage record
of five feet eleven and three-quarters
inches which is held by Bob Kramer.
The Husky relay four consists of Al
Hakanson, who will probably run the
dash and 300; Frank Tuscher, a middle
distance man; Dick Ellis, former
Huntington star, who may double up
sec. Saunders of Maine placed third.
To complete the day. Bates captured
firsts in the broad jump and in the pole
vault while Maine placed first in the
high jump with a tie between Webb
and Ireland. They jumped to a new
meet and cage record of 6 ft. 1% In.
Kramer of Bates was third. In the pole
vault Meagher encountered little opposition. He won, going over the height
of 11 feet, with Hathorn of Maine
second and Bates of Bates, third. Keller once again won the broad jump,
this time with a leap of 22 ft. 6 in. Ireland of Maine took a second and Kishon placed third.

in the 600 and 1,000; and Everett
Eldridge, an entry in either the juu
or 600. These men are all capable ana
veteran performers, but have confined
their winter activities this season to
the Telay distances.
Bates, in this last meet of its indoor
season, expects to stand pat on its
entries in the other meets of the winter. By mutual agreement, the discus
and broad jump will not be on the
program; so Harry Keller will confine
his efforts to the dash and possibly
the 300. Poshkus will be Harry's running mate in the dash, and may also
run the 600. Royce Purinton, Bates
hurdler, will have a chance for revenge in this event, since Henderson
of Northeastern edged him for fourth
place in the University Club meet.
Captain Prank Pendleton and Barnie
Marcus are in the 300; Danielson,
Kemp, and possibly Poshkus will run
the 600. Bob Saunders will run the
1,000 as well as the mile.
The long grinds especially may be
closely contested, because both teams
will present an array of cross-country
stars for the competition. Saunders,
Rowe, and Rogers will handle the mile
assignments for the home team, and
Paul Tubbs; Damon Stetson, crosscountry man who started track training at the conclusion of the hockey
season; and "Buck" Chamberlain will
be the two-mile entries. Most of these
runners will be facing former opponents in Art Johnson, sophomore
long distance star; Dick Stimson, captain of cross-country; Art Lengel, Art
CALL

4040

Perry, and Walt Roback.
will dlvide up for Northeastern i: the t*
0
longer runs.
If the pole vault is he!<
-''eaghe'r
and Bates will be the
■,eam entries. John Cooper is pi ,baM» oa,
of the meet on account
"ad foot,
but may recuperate in tli
1 c
ompete
in the high jump and shot P<*t Gene
Connell is the other high : • '!>er for
Bates.
Every pound of fat i
body requires six-tenths of
blood vessels. Therefore a p
ries three extra miles
every five pounds of superfl:
—Colliers.

V> -L/iX IX JV

Re istered

X

Athletic Supply Co.
Sporting Goods
Suede Leather Jackets
Sweat Shirts, Etc.
STRAND THEATRE BLDG.
226 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON

FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

Telephone 3732

THE BLUE LINE
LEWISTON - RUMFORD - FARMINGTON
Lv. LEWISTON
7:45 A. M.. 1:00 P. M., 6:00 P. M.
Lv. RUMFORD
7:35 A. M.. 12:50 P. M.. 4:50 P. M.
Lv. FARMINGTON
7:30 A. M.. 12:45 P. M.. 4:45 P. M.

BRING YOUR FILMS TO
US FOR DEVELOPING
AND FINISHING
24 Hour Service

The Quality Shop
3 Minutes from Campus
TELEPHONE 1817-W

like

SCHOOL OF NURSING
of YALE UNIVERSITY

DROP IN
AFTER THE SHOW
OR

A PROFESSION FOR
THE COLLEGE WOMAN

The thirty months' course, providing an intensive and varied
experience through the case study
method, leads to the degree of

WHEN DOWNTOWN
FOR A

Master of Nursing

Refreshing

A Bachelor's degree in arts, science or philosophy from a college
of approved standing is required
for admission. A few scholarships
available for students with advanced qualifications.
For catalogue and information address:

Light Lunch

THE DEAN

YALE SCHOOL OF NURSING
NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT

Beverages of A11 Kinds On Sale

COLLEGE CAFE)
15 SABATTUS ST.

LEWISTONl

CHESTERFIELD

Lewiston

Druggist

Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Corner Bates and Main Streets

LEWISTON, MAINE

LEWISTON RUBBER CO.
Rubber and Sporting Goods of All Descriptions
RAINCOATS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
213 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON

_i

GET IN ON OUR

REORGANIZATION SALE NOW cor

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO BATES STUDENTS
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
109-111 LISBON ST.

CORTELL'S

LEWISTON

Compliments of

FIRSTLhiVISTON
RATIONAL
BANK
AUBURN
"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

You know I like that cigarette...
I like the way it tastes... there's
plenty of taste there.
Chesterfield is mild, not strong
. . . and that's another thing I
like in a cigarette.
What's more, They Satisfy . . .
and that's what I like a cigarette
to do.
I get a lot of pleasure out of
Chesterfield . . . you know I like
that cigarette.

■' iiunian
■ mile of
'•son car'hen for
''- flesh

Maine

Florist

Auburn

RW

MERRILL & WERRER

IS FOR

Bay Staters Bring On Crack Relay Outfit—Tony
Kishon Should Garner Two Firsts—Sandier
And Komich Should Win Jumps

"*

Seventeen years ago
** ib.
solutely no dancing tor
• *hii»
under the authority of
Chase Hall was a place
.'"'"•and
so were the well-known g
knight
dances. Of course the si
the women's side of the <•.: ^'XT on
the Enkuklios—a socien "J* was
sored the most boring an<!
ties imaginable. At least .. "^par.
thank our lucky stars that 'an now
« BltQ.
ation has improved, alt]
think some other things hai n ' *g
' « done
as well.
Now, eds and co-eds. w!
think of the old-fashion<v " "o yon
' « en.
tertaining? Do you want ;
*aftei|
back a few years? Or li■ Prefer
the 1935 version of th<option
rooms?

for the Soph Hop
Order from

Telephone 2396

Some distant relatives wouldn't be
so bad if they kept their distance.—
Indianapolis News.

The College Store

re

(Continued from Pa,,. \,

CORSAGE

Skier's Equipment

57 Court Street

Many lovable people miss each other
in the world, or meet under some unfavorable star. There is the nice and
critical moment of declaration to be
got over. From timidity or lack of
opportunity a good half of possible
love cases never get so far, and at least
another quarter do there cease and
determine.—Robert Louis Stevenson.

ton of Bates was defeated by Goddard
of Maine who won the event in the
time of 6 2-5 sec. Kishon of Bates was
third. The 300 yard run was won by
Huff of Maine and was closely followed
by Murray. Goddard and Pendleton of
Bates tied for third place. The winner's
time was 32 3-5 sec.
Summary:
50 yd. dash—first, Keller (B); second.
Huff (M); third, Higglns (M); time
—5 3-5 sec. (ties meet record).
Mile run—first, E. Black (M); second.
Saunders (B); third, Saunders (M);
time—4:29
45 yd. high hurdles — first, Goddard
(M); second, Purinton (B); third,
Kishon (B); time 6 2-5 sec.
600 yd. run—first, DeWltt (M); second, Marsh (M); third, K. Black
(M); time—1 min. 16 4-5 sec.
Two mile run—first, Hunnewell (M);
second, Tubbs (B); third, Stagg
(M); time—9 min. 57 sec.
300 yd. dash—first. Huff (M); second,
Murray (M); third, tie — Goddard
and Pendleton (B); time—32 3-5 sec.
1000 yd. run—first. Marsh, second, K.
Black (M); third, E. Black (M);
time—2 min. 17 sec. (new meet record)
Shot put—first, Kishon (B); second,
Frame (M); third, Johnson (B);
Distance—45 ft. 4'^ in. (new meet
record)
High iump—first, tie—Webb and Ireland (M); third, Kramer (B);
Height—6 ft. 1% in. (new meet record)
Pole Vault—first, Meagher (B); second. Hat horn (M); third. Bates
(B); height—11 ft.
35 lb. weight—first, Kishon (B); second, Frame (M); third, Johnson
(B); distance—50 ft. 8 in. (new
meet record)
Broad jump—Keller (B); second, Ireland (M); third, Kishon (B); distance—22 ft. 6 in.
Discus—first, Kista-on (B); second,
Johnson (B); third, Kramer (B);
distance—148 ft. l^fe in. (new meet
record)
The longer distance runs were dominated by Maine men. The two mile was
won by Hunnewell of Maine, last year's
National Frosh cross-country champ.
Tubbs of Bates placed second ahead of
Stagg of Maine. The time was 9 min.
57 sec. Tubbs, who in practice has been
a consistent 10 min. 24 sec. two-miler,
showed considerable improvement in
reducing his running time by some
twelve seconds. Bob Saunders,. Bates'
miler was defeated in a close face by
Ernest Black, who won in 4 min. 29
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